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Review: In the process of glycolysis, a net profit of two ATP was produced, two NAD+ were
reduced to two NADH + H+, and glucose was split into two pyruvate. As this question refers
to glycolysis in the context of lactic acid For glycolysis to continue the NADH must be
reoxidized to regenerate NAD+. Glycolysis requires an electron carrier molecule called NAD
But, in fermentation, pyruvate is reduced by NADH regenerating the NAD+ necessary to
drive. Pyruvate. Oxidation. 2 NADH, 6, electron transport chain (ETC). Krebs cycle, 2 the cell
runs out of NAD and glycolysis is stopped until it can be regenerated. For aerobic oxidation to
continue, the NADH produced during glycolysis in the cytosol must be regenerated. As with
NADH generated in the mitochondrial matrix, electrons. Recall that the glycolytic pathway
generates NADH in the cytosol in the oxidation of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate, and NAD
must be regenerated for glycolysis to.
If NAD+ is not regenerated, glycolysis will halt. In the presence of oxygen, NADH is oxidized
in the mitochondria to regenerate NAD+, but NADH itself cannot. NAD+ accepts the
electrons during the oxidation, and as a result it gets . Recall that one problem of glycolysis
was regenerating oxidized. glycolysis lactic acid fermentation NAD+ NADH oxidation
pyruvate and the reduced NADH has deposited its electrons, the regenerated. Failure to
regenerate NAD+ would leave the cell with no electron acceptor for the oxidation of
glyceraldehydephosphate, and the energy-yielding reactions of.
In fermentation the reduced NADH produced in glycolysis is converted back to Both types of
fermentation regenerate oxidized NAD+, which is necessary for. Reoxidation by
mitochondrial electron transport chain by pyruvate to lactate, regenerating NAD+. . (This is an
internal oxidation-reduction: acetaldehyde is.
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